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Abstract
! As the smartphone market continues to grow at a rapid pace, secure 
communication between these devices becomes an important issue. Smartphones are 
capable of being used in methods that differ vastly from the traditional desktop 
computing environment, making it possible to create new kinds of security protocols that 
take advantage of the mobility and other features provided by  smartphones. This work 
presents KeySlinger[1] and StarSlinger, apps for secure key exchange and encrypted file 
transfer, respectively. KeySlinger is built on the SPATE protocol[2] to exchange 
information between small (fewer than 7 people) or large groups of people in an 
authenticated manner. StarSlinger uses keys exchanged using KeySlinger to transfer 
encrypted files between users.

1. Introduction
! The smartphone market is one of the fastest-growing consumer markets. RIMʼs 
Blackberry  and Nokiaʼs Symbian have been widely  adopted in the business world for 
some time now. With the advent of Appleʼs iPhone and Googleʼs Android operating 
system, the reach of smartphones has now extended well into the consumer market, 
with hundreds of thousands of devices of each platform being activated every day. 
! With this rapid growth comes a concern for security and privacy. Certain 
governments such as India and China demand access to all communication on 
Blackberry  and Symbian devices. Malware and spyware that steal personal information 
on Android smartphones have recently made their way into headlines. Appleʼs iPhone 
has also been shown to be vulnerable to attacks using malicious SMS messages, PDF 
files, and various other techniques. As smartphone adoption increases, such incidents 
will also certainly increase.
! In light of these risks, this work introduces a method of secure data exchange 
between smartphone users comprising two parts: first an authenticated key exchange 
using KeySlinger, and encrypted file transfer using this exchanged key with StarSlinger. 
! KeySlinger is built on the SPATE protocol, a protocol developed for authenticated 
data exchange among a small group of people consisting of seven or fewer members. 
A modified version of the protocol is used for exchanges in groups of larger size. 
Participants run the application, select the contact data they wish to share (phone 
number, e-mail address, public keys for certain applications, etc.), and begin the 
exchange. Data is exchanged through an untrusted server. At the end of the exchange, 
participants validate the data they  received against that of other members by means of 
a hash-based word list. If the word list check succeeds, participants know that:  (1) each 
participant contributed exactly one data element; (2) no one outside the group 
contributed data; and (3) the data distributed is exactly what each individual user 
intended. Such an exchange allows users to share public keys for use in various 
applications such as StarSlinger or encrypted messaging applications.
! StarSlinger is an encrypted file transfer application that uses KeySlinger as its 
means of sharing public keys. Each user has two RSA key pairs for encrypting and 
signing, respectively, that are exchanged along with other data using KeySlinger. Once 
two users have established public keys with each other, they  can send encrypted files to 
each other at any time. File transfer is done via a remote server. Once the sender 
uploads the file, the server notifies the receiver to download the file.



! The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses attacker 
models for both KeySlinger and StarSlinger. Section 3 and 4 discuss implementation 
details for KeySlinger and StarSlinger, respectively. Section 5 discusses how these 
application address security issues described in earlier sections. Section 6 concludes 
the paper and offers plans for future work.

2. Problem Definition

2.1 Attacks Against KeySlinger
! This paper assumes an active adversary who can eavesdrop, intercept, and 
manipulate all communications. The attackerʼs goal is to manipulate the data being 
exchanged among the group  without being detected. Details of attacks against the 
exchange protocol itself are described in [2].
! In addition to the scheme described in [2], KeySlinger adds a new entity - the 
untrusted server. The server adds several attack possibilities. Because all user data 
resides on the server during an exchange, this data can potentially be exposed to an 
outside eavesdropper or the server itself. If the server itself is malicious or 
compromised, it can attempt to manipulate the data. These possibilities will be further 
explored in Section 5.

2.2 Attacks Against StarSlinger
! An adversary  attempting an attack on StarSlinger is assumed to have the same 
capabilities as in 2.1. Analyses on StarSlinger are based on an assumption that RSA 
public keys were exchanged in an authenticated fashion, in this case using KeySlinger. 
! Given the key exchange is authenticated, RSA itself is assumed to be secure 
(with sufficient key size). Attacks against StarSlinger therefore cannot compromise the 
shared keys themselves. Because files in transfer must reside on the server until the 
receiver downloads them, attackers can potentially gain access to them during this time. 
As long as the recipientʼs private key is not compromised the attacker cannot actually 
access the contents of the file. Potential attacks then are limited to denial of service or 
spamming. These issues are addressed in Section 5.

3. KeySlinger Implementation
! KeySlinger is currently  available on the iOS App  Store and Android Market. Both 
versions have virtually identical user interfaces.
! The initial screen directs the user to select an entry from their address book that 
contains their own information and select which fields to share during the exchange. 
Supported fields include phone numbers, portrait images, e-mail addresses, physical 
addresses, and public key values for third party  applications in the form of custom 
instant message service fields. 
! Once the contact entry and field selection is complete, the user indicates how 
many members are in the group. For small groups (7 or fewer), the user specifies the 
exact number. Larger groups are identified only as “8 or more people.”
! After indicating the group size the user requests an ID from the server. This is a 
random number generated by the server and is unique to every user. Groups are 
formed by each user reporting the lowest user ID in the group to the server. Based on 



this information and the intended size of the group, the server groups users together. At 
this point the exchange is ready to start.
! Each device generates two nonces. These are then hashed with known values 
that correspond to the success and fail cases. The resulting hashes are then hashed 
together to produce the protocol commitment. The protocol commitment is hashed with 
the data to be exchanged to be the data commitment. All users send their commitments 
and data. Once all items are received, each device checks the commitments against the 
data. In the case of large groups, each device then receives a position number and is 
asked to form a ring by standing next to members with neighboring positions. This step 
ensures no additional data was injected into the group. In small groups, the device 
simply checks the number of members specified at the beginning against the number of 
items it received. The ring procedure is used for large groups to accommodate the fact 
that users have trouble counting accurately when 8 or more people are present.
! If the commitment check succeeds, each device generates a triplet of words 
based on the hash of all the data it received (including its own). Each of the first three 
bytes of the hash corresponds to a word from the PGP word list[3]. In addition each 
devices generates two random triplets. Users confirm the exchange was successful by 
selecting the triplet that matches the other members of the group. The lack of a 
matching triplet indicates data was manipulated and the exchange should be aborted.
! If every user indicates a successful exchange, each device discloses its “success 
nonce.” The presence of one or more “failure nonces” indicates some user indicated 
something wrong with the received data. Even if a user indicates a success, if his 
device receives a “failure nonce” it will abort the exchange. This protects against users 
simply indicating a match without actually  verifying the word lists. These nonces are 
used to validate the protocol commitments. If this check passes, the exchange is finally 
deemed successful. A more detailed description of the exchange protocol can be found 
in [2].
! At the end of a successful exchange, the user selects which of the received 
contact entries to save into his address book.



 
Figure 1. Screenshots of KeySlinger exchange. From left, the initial contact field selection screen, group 

formation screen, and word list matching screen.

4. StarSlinger Implementation
! StarSlinger is currently  under development for both iOS and Android platforms. 
The goal is to get an initial release before the end of May.
! StarSlinger first requires users to exchange RSA public keys (one for encryption 
and one for signing) and other data to identify each user. It does not require KeySlinger 
to be the medium of this exchange, as long as it is authenticated and the data is written 
into the address book in the proper format. The additional data other than the RSA keys 
includes a field to indicate the userʼs platform (iOS, pre-2.2 Android, post-2.2 Android) 
and the push token of the device. This token is a platform-specific value that identifies 
an application on a device. In the case of iOS this is a 64 byte string.
! Similarly to KeySlinger, StarSlinger also directs the user to select their own entry 
from the address book. This is to indicate the sender to the receiver in order to select 
the appropriate shared encryption key. In addition to this information, the user also 
selects the recipient, also from his address book, and the file to send. The file is then 
encrypted using the recipientʼs public key and uploaded to the server. Upon receiving 
the file, the server pushes a notification message to the recipientʼs device. For Android 
devices with version 2.2 or later, Googleʼs C2DM (Cloud to Device Messaging) service 
is used. For iOS devices with version 3.0 or later, APNs (Apple Push Notification 
service) is used. Devices that do not support these mechanisms will use SMS 
messages as notifications.
! When a user receives a notification, he opens the application which uses a file 
identifier, a random string, included in the notification message to retrieve the file from 
the server. Once the file is downloaded the device can decrypt the contents and present 
them to the user. Unclaimed files are deleted after 24 hours and a notification is sent to 
the sender in case he wishes to retry. 



Figure 2. Screenshot of StarSlinger. Main screen.

5. Addressing Security Issues

5.1 KeySlinger Server Vulnerabilities
! Section 2.1 introduced some security concerns for the KeySlinger server - 
eavesdropping and data manipulation by the server. To prevent eavesdropping by an 
attacker who is not in the group, all communication with the server is done via SSL. The 
exact low-level details such as key exchange and encryption algorithms depend on the 
platform of the userʼs mobile device.
! Another possibility for eavesdropping is that an outsider successfully  joins a 
group. Because the exchange proceeds automatically after the user reports the lowest 
user ID, users may not realize this problem until the exchange is actually  complete or 
someoneʼs device times out, indicating they failed to join the group. To address this 
issue, the next release will include an additional layer of encryption using the “success 
nonce” as the encryption key. This value will be withheld from users until every user has 
indicated a matching word triplet and thus a successful exchange. This way even if an 
outsider joins the group, they will not be able to access the data because when it is time 
for the legitimate users to validate their exchanged data, they will notice that one or 
more members have not been involved in the exchange and indicate a protocol failure. 
As a result, the attacker will not be able to gain access to the proper decryption keys.
! Any manipulation attempts by the server will be detected by the SPATE protocol 
itself.

5.2 StarSlinger Server Vulnerabilities
! The StarSlinger server uses a random string (currently 20 bytes, possibly as 
short as 6 bytes in the final version if deemed sufficient) as the file identifier for each file. 
An attacker will only gain access to a file if they guess this identifier. While this 
probability  is very low (2-48 even if only 6 bytes are used), the attacker has very few 



options even if he does succeed. The attacker will not have access to the contents of 
the file without the recipientʼs private key. 
! Another possible attack is spamming whereby an attacker uploads numerous 
junk files to the server. As the current server resides on Google App Engine, it has some 
level of defense against Denial of Service built in. Therefore taking the server down 
completely is not feasible without a very sophisticated DoS or DDoS attack. As for junk 
files accumulating on the server, these will get deleted automatically after 24 hours and 
they are expensive in terms of the attackerʼs bandwidth as well, making this an 
unattractive attack to begin with. The other aspect of this Denial of Service attack, if 
performed, concerns the user. If an attacker targets a specific user with junk files, the 
victim can be forced to download unwanted files. However, this can be managed with a 
combination of whitelist and blacklist approaches. Only people in a userʼs address book 
with whom the user has performed a key exchange will be able to send files. Transfer 
requests from outsiders will be ignored. As for a valid sender attempting a spam attack, 
a blacklist can be constructed to block certain senders in a userʼs address book. These 
measures are currently under development.

5.3 Key Revocation
! If it becomes necessary for a user to revoke his public keys, this will be 
accomplished as a simple StarSlinger exchange. A message (in the form of a file) 
instructing receivers to remove a specified userʼs keys for a certain app  will be signed 
using the userʼs StarSlinger signing key and sent to all relevant parties. Upon receiving 
this message, the specified keys for the sender will be removed.

6. Conclusion
! This paper introduced two smartphone applications, KeySlinger for authenticated 
public key exchange and StarSlinger for remote encrypted file transfer. These address 
the issues of secure key exchange in the absence of a trusted PKI and secure file 
transfer between mobile devices, respectively. 
! While these applications currently exist separately as stand-alone applications, 
they will eventually  be molded into a single application under the name StarSlinger. The 
functionality of KeySlinger will be used to establish StarSlinger RSA public keys 
between people who have met for the first time. Once these keys are in place, third 
party  app  keys can be exchanged as files sent using StarSlinger, which provides 
authenticity  and secrecy. The interaction between third party  apps and StarSlinger will 
be transparent: an app will use an API call to launch StarSlinger to perform an 
exchange. StarSlinger will then determine whether it has the necessary RSA keys with 
the other party  or parties. If not, it will notify the user that a physical exchange (the 
current KeySlinger app) is required and proceed with this. If the necessary public keys 
are already established, the third party app keys will be exchanged as encrypted and 
signed files of a known format. The receiving device will process these to save the 
relevant contact information into its address book.
! Special thanks go to my advisor Adrian Perrig; Jonathan McCune, Ahren Studer, 
and Michael Farb from CyLab; and Manish Burman for their help with this work.
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